Song Of Shanghai

Words by RAYMOND B. EGAN

Tune Ukulele or Banjolele Banjo

Music by VINCENT ROSE and RICHARD A. WHITING

Moderato

If you fear a tear stay away from Shanghai.

If hearts that play must pay if they play in Shanghai.

Stay away from Shanghai.

Stay away from Shanghai.

There you'll meet Lu Song who'll sing and give your

There you'll meet Lu Song
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Teach your heart to sigh.
There you'll kiss Lu Song and cling to lips that say goodbye.
If your heart is free stay away from Shanghai.
Just let me tell you why.

Let me caution you why.

CHORUS

I was blue and she was called the "Song of Shanghai."

She was true but not for very long in Shanghai.

Love was just a flame for her to burn,

In the heart of every passer-
by

How she broke my heart and never once hurt her own

Is a little mystery that we two have known

That was many years ago, and why should

I miss the song of Shanghai.